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We consider a 2D nonlinear system of PDEs representing a simpliﬁed model of processes
near a triple-phase boundary (TPB) in cathode catalyst layer of hydrogen fuel cells. The
particularity of this system is the coupling of a variable satisfying a PDE in the interior
of the domain with another variable satisfying a differential equation (DE) deﬁned only
on the boundary, through an adsorption–desorption equilibrium mechanism. The system
includes also an isolated singular boundary condition which models the ﬂux continuity
at the contact of the TPB with a subdomain. By freezing certain terms we transform
the nonlinear PDE system to an equation, which has a variational formulation. We prove
several L∞ and W 1,p a priori estimates and then by using Schauder ﬁxed point theorem
we prove the existence of a weak positive bounded solution.
Crown Copyright © 2011 Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
We consider the following system of PDEs
⎧⎨
⎩
−(uus)s + du − av(w − u)+ = f on Γ01,
−v = 0 in Ω1,
−∇ · ((w + |∇w|)∇w)= 0 in Ω2,
(1)
equipped with the following boundary conditions
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
u()us() = 0, u(0) = w(O ),
v = gv on Γ1,
∂ν v = du − av(w − u)+ on Γ01,
w = i(v) on Γ12,(
w + |∇w|)∂νw = −uusδ0 + h1Γ02 + (∂ν v)1Γ12 on ∂Ω2\Γ2,
w = gw on Γ2.
(2)
Here, Ω1, Ω2 are open, simply connected, bounded, Lipschitz sets, Γ01, Γ02, Γ1 and Γ2 are connected parts of the boundary
and form a partition of ∂Ω , Ω := Ω1 ∪ Γ12 ∪ Ω2, Γ := Γ1 ∪ Γ2 and ν the unit normal vector to ∂Ω , or to Γ12 (oriented to
the exterior of Ω , or to Ω1, as presented in Fig. 1). Moreover,
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a,d,w > 0
are given and represent physical parameters of the model,
gv , gw , f  0, h 0, i
are smooth functions, δ0 is the Dirac measure with support at the origin O , (·)+ denotes the positive part of (·), (·)s denotes
the derivative with respect to s, with s the arclength of Γ01 increasing on the counterclockwise direction, and  is the length
of Γ01. Also, 1A denotes the characteristic function of the set A.
1.1. Motivation of the problem
The problem (1)–(2) has a physical origin (see for example, [3,20]). Namely, it represents a simpliﬁed (dry) model of the
processes near a TPB (TPB is a curve in 3D, and a point in 2D – it is the point O in Fig. 1) in catalyst layer of hydrogen fuel
cells. The variable u represents the concentration1 of the (protonated) water and is deﬁned on Γ01, which approximates a
thin layer of water. The variable v represents the concentration of the water vapor in Ω1, which represents the air phase.
The variable w represents the concentration of the water in Ω2, which is a porous domain. There are other variables
associated to this model, such as oxygen and (hydrogen) proton concentrations, and the potential. In this analysis they are
assumed to be given and are modeled by the functions h and f .
The boundaries Γ01 and Γ02 are the only places where the reaction happens. The hydrogen protons (ions), provided
on Γ2 (which is connected to the anode), diffuse in Ω2. As they are attached to water molecules, they diffuse with water
molecules along Γ01. The oxygen provided from the air pore Ω1 (which is connected to the cathode air channel) diffuses
in the thin layer Γ01 and Ω2, and enters in reaction with hydrogen protons on the boundaries Γ01 and Γ02. The result is
useful electric current and water.
The equation of u in (1) approximates the diffusion of water in the thin layer Γ01. It is obtained by assuming weak
variation of u on the direction orthogonal to Γ01. The singular boundary condition in (2) appears from the ﬂux continuity
of water at TPB (between the domain Ω2 and Γ01). Together with u(0) = w(O ) of (2) it couples u with w .
The variables u and v are coupled on Γ01 through a nonlinear equation, describing an adsorption–desorption equilibrium.
Water and water vapor are coupled on Γ12 by a ﬂux continuity and a water sorption isotherm relation w = i(v). The
function i is measured experimentally only for a range of v values. The regularity of i is required to make the change of
the variable w = i(v), and to ensure H1 regularity of w in the following analysis.
The diffusion coeﬃcient in porous media is experimentally measured and found analytically (see, for example, [3] and
references within). It is proportional to the water concentration, like the ﬁrst term of diffusion coeﬃcient of w equation
in (1). A formal calculation shows that without the term |∇w| in the water diffusion coeﬃcient, the solution w will be
singular (namely, w2 ≈ − ln |x| near the TPB). In reality, w is bounded by w , and this is the reason why we have corrected
the water diffusion coeﬃcient by |∇w|. In fact, to have a bounded solution w , it is enough to correct the water diffusion
coeﬃcient only by k|∇w|p−21Ω2∩{|x|	} , p > 2, with a certain 	,k > 0 (conﬁrmed by our numerical simulations). The ap-
propriate values of k, p and 	 are not object of this work. In this analysis, for simplicity, we have taken p = 3, 	  1 and
k = 1.
There is a large amount of research related to the processes near the TPB in different physical situations, as for example
in Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM) and Solid Oxide (SO) fuel cells, corrosion and combustion processes, metal and crystal
growth [11,13,18–20,23], etc.
The geometry of our model is very close to the one presented in [20] (or in [23]), where it is solved analytically the
concentration of the reactant (hydrogen protons) near the TPB in a PEM fuel cell. With essentially the same geometry, in
[11] it is modeled and solved numerically the potential inside the electrode and on the electrode–air interface of SO fuel
1 In this paper, “concentration” means “molar density”.
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thermo-hydrodynamical model of thin surface ﬁlms in heterogeneous combustion is presented.
In general, surface reactions are modeled by (singular or non-singular) Neumann or Robin boundary conditions. In [6] it
is considered a 2D steady-state Neumann problem with a nonlinear boundary condition. This Neumann problem models the
potential involved in certain electrochemical surface reactions (such as corrosion). The equation and the boundary conditions
of this model are the same as the ones appearing in electrolyte region in PEM fuel cells. In [6] (and similarly in [7,8] for
the associated 1D and 2D transient models) it is proved (and conjectured for the general case) that in the case of a circular
domain there are an inﬁnite number of solutions (of the potential) which blowup as a certain parameter tends to zero.
Nonlinear elliptic and parabolic equations with singular Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions has been considered in
literature, see for example [4,9,17] and the references within.
Compared to the cited works above, the particularity of the system (1)–(2) is not the presence of the (isolated) singular
boundary condition, but rather the particular coupling at the origin, along Γ01 and Γ12 of the unknown functions deﬁned
in the interior of the domain and on the boundary.
1.2. Weak solution formulation. Main result
Let i ∈ C1(R) with i(0) = 0, 0< σ  1/i′  σ , for certain σ ,σ > 0. It follows that i has an inverse j, j = i−1 and
j ∈ C1(R), j(0) = 0, σ  j′ σ .
Let furthermore gv ∈ H1/2(Γ1), gw ∈ W 2/3,3(Γ2) and set
Z = (H1(Γ01)× H1(Ω1)× W 1,3(Ω2))∩ {(u, v,w): u(0) = w(O )},
Zg = Z ∩
{
(u, v,w): v = gv on Γ1, w = gw on Γ2, w = i(v) on Γ12
}
,
Z0 = Z ∩
{
(ϕ,φ,ψ): φ = 0 on Γ1, ψ = 0 on Γ2, φ = ψ on Γ12
}
.
The space Z is well deﬁned because from Sobolev embedding in Lipschitz domains in R2 (see for example, Theorem 4.12 in
[1]) we have H1(Γ01) ⊂ C0(Γ 01) and W 1,3(Ω2) ⊂ C0(Ω2). The boundary values of v , respectively w , in Zg are understood
in the sense of H1/2(Γ1), respectively W 2/3,3(Γ2), traces on the boundary. These traces are well deﬁned as Ω1 and Ω2 are
Lipschitz domains (see, for example [12]). The space Zg is nonempty, if for example gv and gw are as follows. For gw given
set Gw := E2(gw) where E2 : W 3/2,3(Γ2) → W 1,3(Ω2) is an extension operator (see, for example, Theorem 5.24 and 5.28
in [1]), and Gu = Gw(O ) ∈ H1(Γ01). Therefore, if gv = Gv |Γ1 where Gv := E1( j(Gw |Γ12 )) and E1 : H1/2(Γ1) → H1(Ω1) is an
extension operator then G := (Gu,Gv ,Gw) ∈ Zg .
If we assume that (1)–(2) has a smooth solution (u, v,w), by multiplying the equations of (1) respectively by ϕ , φ
and ψ , (ϕ,φ,ψ) ∈ Z0, adding them and using (2) we get∫
Γ01
u(usϕs)+
(
du − av(w − u)+)(ϕ − φ)− f ϕ −
∫
Γ02
hψ +
∫
Ω1
(∇v · ∇φ)+
∫
Ω2
(
w + |∇w|)(∇w · ∇ψ) = 0,
∀(ϕ,φ,ψ) ∈ Z0. (3)
Deﬁnition 1.1. We say (u, v,w) ∈ Zg is a weak solution of (1)–(2) if (u, v,w) satisﬁes (3).
Remark 1.2. Note that if (u, v,w) is a weak solution of (1)–(2) then it is clear that by taking (ϕ,φ,ψ) ∈ Z0 smooth and
with compact support we ﬁnd easily that (u, v,w) satisﬁes (1) in the sense of distributions.
If (u, v,w) is smooth enough, for example if (u, v,w) ∈ H2(Γ01)× H2(Ω1)× W 2,3(Ω2), then u (resp. v , w) satisﬁes the
ﬁrst (resp. the second, third) equation of (1) in L2(Γ01) (resp. L2(Ω1), L3(Ω2)) sense. Furthermore, by taking ϕ(), ϕ(0) =
ψ(O ), φ|Γ01 , ψ |Γ02 and ϕ|Γ12 = ψ |Γ12 arbitrary, it is easy to prove that (u, v,w) satisﬁes also the boundary conditions (2).
The purpose of this paper is to prove that (1)–(2) has positive, bounded weak solution. Namely, we prove:
Theorem 1.3. Assume that the constants and functions in (3) satisfy
a,d,w > 0, (4)
i ∈ C1(R), i(0) = 0 and ∃0< σ  σ  σ , σ := 1
i′
, (5)
0 f ∈ L∞(Γ01), 0 h ∈ L 32 (Γ02), (6)
inf g > 0, where g =
{
i(Gv) on Γ1, and G = (Gu,Gv ,Gw) ∈ Zg . (7)Γ Gw on Γ2,
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d
a
1
w
< σ  σ  σ < d
a
1
(w − inf g)+ (8)
then (3) has at least one solution (u, v,w) ∈ Zg . Moreover, (u, v,w) satisﬁes
um  u  um, (9)
um  i(v), ‖v‖H1(Ω1)  vm, (10)
um  w  wm, (11)
where um, um, vm and wm are positive constants depending only on the given data and the domain.
(ii) Assume max{sup g, ‖ f ‖L∞(Γ01)d } < w. If d
2
σ ,
(aσ)2
σ , ‖ f ‖L1(Γ01) , ‖h‖L 32 (Γ01) are small enough then u, v and w are “physically
meaningful” solutions in the sense that
u  w on Γ01, w  w in Ω2. (12)
Remark 1.4. The set of data satisfying (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1.3 is not empty. Indeed, let i be ﬁxed with 0 < σ  σ < ∞
and set κ = da . We consider g such that 0< inf g  sup g < w and w− inf g < κσ , for example g = w− κ2σ . Then, for κ < wσ
the condition (i) is satisﬁed. If moreover κ , a, ‖ f ‖L∞ and ‖h‖L3/2 are small enough then both the assumptions (i) and (ii)
are satisﬁed.
Remark 1.5. The constant w represents the “capacity” of the media to absorb/contain water. The conditions in (ii), physically,
are translated as a “control” of water production (by reducing the reaction terms f and h, and the desorption and adsorption
coeﬃcients d and a).
The interest of this work is twofold. First, by proving the existence of a positive solution we achieve a mathematical
validation of the physical model. Second, the conditions of Theorem 1.3 emphasize the importance of certain (key) parame-
ters/data of the system (1), (2), in particular the parameters a, d and the function i (or σ ), which are found experimentally.
2. A ﬁxed point approach
We will prove the existence of solutions to (3) by using a ﬁxed point approach. After a change of variable we transform
(3) to an equation depending only on (u,w). Next, we freeze certain terms in such way that the obtained equation has
a variational formulation. Furthermore, the ﬁxed points of the operator that maps the frozen terms to the solution of the
variational problem provides solutions to (3). We will prove several a priori estimates before we prove the existence of a
weak positive solution to (3).
Throughout this work we will assume that the conditions (4)–(7) hold. Then the weak form Eq. (3) can be written in a
simpler form if for (u, v,w) ∈ Zg we extend w to a function still denoted by w , as follows
w(x, y) :=
{
i ◦ v(x, y), (x, y) ∈ Ω1 ∪ Γ12,
w(x, y), (x, y) ∈ Ω2. (13)
From (5), (7) it follows w ∈ H1(Ω) (see Remark 2.1). Since v = j(w) in Ω1 it follows
∇v = σ(w)∇w, v = ∇ · (σ(w)∇w) inΩ1.
Then (3) is equivalent to ﬁnd (u,w) ∈ Yg satisfying∫
Γ01
u(usϕs)+ N(u,w)(ϕ −ψ)− f ϕ −
∫
Γ02
hψ +
∫
Ω
D
(
w, |∇w|)(∇w · ∇ψ) = 0, ∀(ϕ,ψ) ∈ Y0, (14)
where
Y = (H1(Γ01)× H1(Ω))∩ {(u,w), w|Ω2 ∈ W 1,3(Ω2), u(0) = w(O )},
Yg = Y ∩
{
(u,w), w|Γ = g
}
,
Y0 = Y ∩
{
(ϕ,ψ): ψ |Γ = 0
}
,
N(u,w) = du − a j(w)(w − u)+,
D
(
w, |∇w|)= σ(w)1Ω1 + (w + |∇w|)1Ω2 .
Here w(O ) = limP∈Ω2, P→O w(P ).
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w ∈ H1(Ω), which follows easily by direct computations (by taking into account the regularity of i and that i(v) = w on
Γ12). Also, it is clear that if (u,w) ∈ Yg and v = j(w|Ω1 ) then we have (u, v,w|Ω2 ) ∈ Zg .
We will prove that (14) has a solution (u,w) ∈ Yg by using a ﬁxed point approach as follows. For (uˆ, wˆ) ∈ X we consider
(u,w) ∈ Yg , the solution (whenever it exists) of∫
Γ01
uˆ(usϕs)+
(
N(u, wˆ)− f )ϕ − N(uˆ,w)ψ −
∫
Γ02
hψ +
∫
Ω
D
(
wˆ, |∇w|)(∇w · ∇ψ) = 0, ∀(ϕ,ψ) ∈ Y0, (15)
where X is deﬁned by
X := C(Γ 01)× H 12+	(Ω), 0< 	 < 1
2
.
For given (uˆ, wˆ) the solution (u,w) of (15) is, in general, different from the solution (u,w) of (14). However, if we consider
the map
T : X → Y ⊂ X,
(uˆ, wˆ) ∈ A → (u,w) ∈ B, the solution of (15), (16)
with A and B to be deﬁned, then any ﬁxed point of T is a solution of (14).
Remark 2.2. The space X , respectively Y , is equipped with the norm
∥∥(uˆ, wˆ)∥∥X := ‖uˆ‖C0(Γ 01) + ‖wˆ‖H 12 +	 (Ω), respectively∥∥(u,w)∥∥Y := ‖u‖H1(Γ01) + ‖w‖H1(Ω1) + ‖w‖W 1,3(Ω2).
In fact, the norm ‖ · ‖Y is equivalent to the following norm, still denoted by ‖ · ‖Y :∥∥(u,w)∥∥Y := ‖us‖L2(Γ01) + ‖w‖H1(Ω1) + ‖w‖W 1,3(Ω2),
because u(0) = w(O ). Note that (X,‖ · ‖X ) is a Banach space and (Y ,‖ · ‖Y ) is a reﬂexive Banach space. The spaces X and
Y are chosen such that (15) is well deﬁned and the embedding Y ⊂ X is compact. The reﬂexivity of Y follows from the fact
that Y is a closed subspace of H1(Γ01) × H1(Ω), which is a reﬂexive Banach space as it is isomorph to a closed subspace
of the reﬂexive Banach space (L2(Γ01))2 × (L2(Ω))2 (see, for example, Propositions III.17 and IX.1, [5], or Section 8.3 in
[16]). The reﬂexivity of Y is required for the solution of a minimization problem in Y (see Theorem 2.18). The compactness
of Y ⊂ X , which follows from, for example, Theorem 2, Section 2.4.4 in [21] combined with the extension property for
Lipschitz domains (see, for example, Theorems 5.24 and 5.28 in [1]) is needed for the existence of ﬁxed points of T .
Remark 2.3. If P1 and P2 are the (best) constants in Poincaré inequalities (see [2])
‖ψ‖Lp(Ω1)  P1‖∇ψ‖L2(Ω1), p = 1,2, ‖ψ‖L3(Ω2)  P2‖∇ψ‖L2(Ω2), ∀(·,ψ) ∈ Y0, (17)
then we have
‖∇w‖2L2(Ω1) + ‖∇w‖
3
L3(Ω1)
 P
(‖w‖2H1(Ω1) + ‖w‖3W 1,3(Ω2)
)− (‖G‖2Y + ‖G‖3Y ), ∀(·,w) ∈ Yg, (18)
for a certain P > 0. Indeed, using triangle, Hölder and Poincaré inequalities (17) we have
‖w‖2H1(Ω1) 
(
2+ (2P1)2
)(‖∇w‖2L2(Ω1) + ‖Gw‖2H1(Ω1)
)
,
‖w‖3W 1,3(Ω2)  2
(
2+ (2P2)3
)(‖∇w‖3L3(Ω2) + ‖Gw‖3W 1,3(Ω2)
)
,
and then the inequality (18) follows. 
2.1. Preliminary results
In this section we will prove some a priori estimates, like the positivity and boundedness of (u,w) = T (uˆ, vˆ), which will
allow us to prove that T is well deﬁned and has a ﬁxed point.
As u → (w − u)+ is decreasing and w → j(w) is strictly increasing we have
Lemma 2.4. The function u → N(u,w) is strictly increasing and the function w → N(u,w) is decreasing.
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(i) u  0 on Γ01 ,
(ii) w  0 a.e. in Ω .
Proof. Let u− , respectively w− , denote the negative part of u, respectively w . Then from Theorem A.1 in [22] it follows
u− ∈ H1(Γ01), w− ∈ H1(Ω), w−|Ω2 ∈ W 1,3(Ω2) and(
u−
)
s = 1{u0}us, ∇
(
w−
)= 1{w0}∇w.
Furthermore, w− = 0 in H1/2(Γ ) because inf g > 0 (see Proposition 5.3 in [22]). Also u−(0) = w−(O ) because i(0) = 0, so
(u−,w−) ∈ Y0. Taking (ϕ,ψ) = (u−,w−) in (15) yields∫
Γ01
uˆ
(
u−
)2
s +
(
N(u, wˆ)− f )u− − N(uˆ,w)w− −
∫
Γ02
hw− +
∫
Ω
D
(
wˆ, |∇w|)∣∣∇w−∣∣2 = 0.
Note that from
N(u, wˆ)u− = duu− − a j(wˆ)(w − u)+u−  d∣∣u−∣∣2  0,
N(uˆ,w)w− = duˆw− − a j(w)(w − uˆ)+w−  0,
and (6) it follows that∫
Γ01
d
∣∣u−∣∣2 +
∫
Ω1
σ(wˆ)
∣∣∇w−∣∣2 +
∫
Ω2
∣∣∇w−∣∣3 = 0,
which together with the Poincaré’s inequality in Y0 (see Remark 2.3) shows that u− = 0 on Γ01 and w− = 0 a.e. in Ω and
proves the proposition. 
The solution (u,w) depends strongly on the boundary term N(u,w). It turns out that the solution of N(z, z) = 0 plays a
key role to estimate u and w from below. Let us introduce the function
n : [0,∞) →R,
z → n(z) := dz − a j(z)(w − z)+ (= N(z, z)). (19)
Lemma 2.6. If σ satisﬁes (8), i.e. da
1
w < σ , then there exists um > 0 such that
n(um) = 0, n< 0 in (0,um), 0< um < w. (20)
If moreover σ satisﬁes (8), i.e. σ < da
1
(w−inf g)+ , then
0< um min{inf g,w}. (21)
Proof. We have n ∈ C0([0,∞)) and n ∈ C1([0,w]). Moreover
n′(0) = d − aσ(0)w  d − aσw < 0, n(z) = dz > 0 on [w,+∞).
Therefore, n(z) = 0 has solutions in (0,w) and if um := inf{z > 0, n(z) = 0} then 0< um < w . So (20) is proved.
Now, let us prove (21). From (20) it is enough to prove um  inf g . If we assume um > inf g then inf g satisﬁes n(inf g) < 0,
which implies d inf g < a j(inf g)(w − inf g). Therefore
d
a
1
(w − inf g) <
j(inf g)
inf g
 σ ,
which contradicts the assumption for σ . Hence um  inf g and this proves the lemma. 
Remark 2.7. As um solves n(z) = 0 it follows that da umw−um = j(um) σum , which implies um  w − da 1σ and um → w as
d
a → 0.
Proposition 2.8. Assume (4)–(8) hold. Let (uˆ, wˆ) ∈ X with uˆ  um, wˆ  um and assume (u,w) ∈ Yg solves (15). Then u  um on
Γ01 and w  um a.e. in Ω .
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(see Lemma 7.6, Theorem 7.8, [14]). With this (ϕ,ψ) Eq. (15) gives
0 =
∫
Γ01
uˆ(ϕs)
2 + (N(u, wˆ)− f )ϕ − N(uˆ,w)ψ −
∫
Γ02
hψ +
∫
Ω
D
(
wˆ, |∇w|)|∇ψ |2.
Note that from Lemma 2.4 we have
N(u, wˆ)ϕ  N(um, wˆ)ϕ  N(um,um)ϕ = n(um)ϕ = 0,
N(uˆ,w)ψ  N(um,w)ψ  N(um,um)ψ = n(um)ψ = 0.
As f ϕ  0, hψ  0 it follows that∫
Γ01
uˆ|ϕs|2 +
∫
Ω1
wˆ|∇ψ |2 +
∫
Ω2
|∇ψ |3 = 0,
which implies that (ϕ,ψ) = (0,0) in Y0 and proves the proposition. 
Let um > um be a constant that will be determined later, and set
A = X ∩ {(uˆ, wˆ): um  uˆ  um, um  wˆ},
B = Yg ∩
{
(u,w): um  u  um, um  w
}
. (22)
Remark 2.9. Note that B ⊂ A and the sets A, B are convex and closed. Indeed, the convexity of the sets is trivial. For the
closeness, we consider a sequence (xn, yn) in A or B , converging to (x, y) in the respective norm. Up to a subsequence, the
sequence (xn, yn) will converges also a.e. in Γ01 ×Ω , see Theorem IV.9, [5], and this proves the closeness of A and B .
Proposition 2.10. Assume the conditions (4)–(8) hold. There exists
um max
{
w, sup g,
‖ f ‖∞
d
}
(23)
such that if (uˆ, wˆ) ∈ A and (u,w) ∈ Yg solves (15) then (u,w) ∈ B.
Proof. Let um be given by Lemma 2.6 and (uˆ, wˆ) ∈ A. By Proposition 2.8 we have um  u, um  w and we have to prove
u  um .
Claim (i): Let l(ϕ) := ∫
Γ01
(uˆ(usϕs)+ (du − a j(wˆ)(w − u)+ − f )ϕ)ds, ϕ ∈ H1(Γ01). Then there exists α0 ∈R such that
l(ϕ) = α0ϕ(0), ∀ϕ ∈ H1(Γ01). (24)
Indeed, from (15) we have l(ϕ) = 0 for all ϕ ∈ H1(Γ01) ∩ {ϕ(0) = 0} because (ϕ,0) ∈ Y0 if ϕ(0) = 0. Then, for arbitrary
ϕ ∈ H1(Γ01), we have
l(ϕ) = l(ϕ(0)+ (ϕ − ϕ(0))= l(1)ϕ(0)+ l(ϕ − ϕ(0) = l(1)ϕ(0),
which proves the claim with α0 = l(1). Note that α0 = −uˆ(0)us(0) because from (24) we obtain uˆus ∈ H1(Γ01) ⊂ C0(Γ 01),
which implies us ∈ C0(Γ 01). Then α0 = uˆ(0)us(0) follows from (24) by taking ϕ(x) = max{0,1− s	 } and letting 	 → 0.
Claim (ii): Assume α0  0. Then
u max
{
w,
‖ f ‖L∞
d
}
. (25)
Indeed, taking ϕ = (u −max{w, ‖ f ‖L∞d })+ in (24) gives
0
∫
Γ01
uˆ|ϕs|2 +
(
du − a j(wˆ)(w − u)+ − f )ϕ =
∫
Γ01
uˆ|ϕs|2 + (du − f )ϕ

∫
Γ01
uˆ|ϕs|2 +
(
du − ‖ f ‖L∞(Γ01)
)
ϕ

∫
Γ01
uˆ|ϕs|2 + dϕ2,
which implies ϕ = 0 on Γ01 and proves the claim.
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‖ψ‖Lp(Γ01)  C01‖∇ψ‖L2(Ω1), p = 1,2, (26)
‖ψ‖L3(Γ02)  C02‖∇ψ‖L3(Ω2), (27)
C2‖ψ‖C0(Ω2)  ‖∇ψ‖L3(Ω2), (28)
for all (·,ψ) ∈ Y0 (see [1,5,14]). Set
π(z) := C32
∣∣(z − sup g)+∣∣3 −
(
3
8
C201
d2
σ
z2 + C
3
2
02‖h‖
3
2
L
3
2 (Γ02)
)
. (29)
Let zu denote the largest root of π (which exists, see below)
zu = max{z: π(z) = 0}. (30)
Then sup g < zu < ∞. If moreover zu  um then ‖w‖C0(Ω2)  um.
Indeed, set (ϕ,ψ) = ((u − sup g)+, (w − sup g)+). Of course (ϕ,ψ) ∈ Y0 and then from (15) and (24) we obtain
σ
∫
Ω1
|∇ψ |2 +
∫
Ω2
|∇ψ |3 
∫
Ω
D
(
wˆ, |∇w|)|∇ψ |2
= −α0ϕ(0)+
∫
Γ01
N(uˆ,w)ψ +
∫
Γ02
hψ (31)

∫
Γ01
N(uˆ,w)ψ +
∫
Γ02
hψ

∫
Γ01
duˆψ +
∫
Γ02
hψ
 C01dum‖∇ψ‖L2(Ω1) + C02‖h‖L 32 (Γ02)‖∇ψ‖L3(Ω2), (32)
where we have used (26) and (27). Using Young inequality we have
C01du
m‖∇ψ‖L2(Ω1) 
C201
4
d2
σ
(
um
)2 + σ‖∇ψ‖2L2(Ω1),
C02‖h‖
L
3
2 (Γ02)
‖∇ψ‖L3(Ω2) 
2
3
C
3
2
02‖h‖
3
2
L
3
2 (Γ02)
+ 1
3
‖∇ψ‖3L3(Γ02).
From the last inequalities, (32) and (28) we obtain
2
3
C32‖ψ‖3C0(Ω2) 
2
3
∫
Ω2
|∇ψ |3  C
2
01
4
d2
σ
(
um
)2 + 2
3
C
3
2
02‖h‖
3
2
L
3
2 (Γ02)
,
or equivalently
C32
∥∥(w − sup g)+∥∥3C0(Ω2) −
(
3
8
C201
d2
σ
(
um
)2 + C 3202‖h‖
3
2
L
3
2 (Γ02)
)
 0. (33)
Note that (33) is true for every (uˆ, wˆ) ∈ A and (u,w) ∈ Yg solving (15). Now, we recall the function π given by (29) which
is obtained from (33) by replacing w and um by z. We have
π ∈ C0(R), π < 0 on (−∞, sup g], lim
z→+∞π(z) = +∞.
Therefore, π has at least one real root greater than sup g and all its roots are uniformly bounded, so zu given by (30)
satisﬁes sup g  zu < ∞ and π > 0 on (zu,∞). Now, if we assume ‖w‖C0(Ω2) > um (while zu  um), then from (33) we
obtain
0 C32
∥∥(w − sup g)+∥∥3C0(Ω2) −
(
3
16
C201
d2
σ
(
um
)2 + C 3202‖h‖
3
2
L
3
2 (Γ02)
)
>π
(
um
)
 0, (34)
which is a contradiction and proves the claim.
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um = max
{
zu,w,
‖ f ‖L∞
d
}
. (35)
Then the proposition holds.
Indeed, if α0  0 then the Claim (ii) holds and the proposition follows from (25). If α0 > 0 then as um  zm the proposi-
tion follows from Claim (iii). 
The following corollary and proposition are technical and are used only to prove (ii) of Theorem 1.3. From (29), (30) and
(35) it is clear that we have
Corollary 2.11. Under the conditions of Proposition 2.10 we have
um max
{
w,
‖ f ‖L∞
d
, sup g + 1
C2
(
3
16
C201
d2
σ
(
um
)2 + C 3202‖h‖
3
2
L
3
2 (Γ02)
) 1
3
}
. (36)
Hence, if max{sup g, ‖ f ‖L∞(Γ01)d } < w and d
2
σ , ‖h‖L 32 (Γ02) are small enough then u
m = w.
Proposition 2.12. Assume the conditions (4)–(8) hold. There exists wm > um such that if (u,w) ∈ B is a ﬁxed point of T then
‖w‖C0(Ω2)  wm. If moreover
‖ f ‖L∞(Γ01)
d is uniformly bounded (with respect to different d and f ) and
d2
σ ,
(aσ)2
σ , ‖ f ‖L1(Γ01) and
‖h‖
L
3
2 (Γ02)
are small enough, then wm  w.
Proof. From (31) with (uˆ, wˆ) = (u,w) and (ϕ,ψ) = ((u − sup g)+, (w − sup g)+), using (24), (26), (27), Hölder and Young
inequalities we obtain
um
∫
Γ01
ϕ2s + σ
∫
Ω1
|∇ψ |2 +
∫
Ω2
|∇ψ |3

∫
Γ01
(
f − N(u,w))ϕ + N(u,w)ψ +
∫
Γ02
hψ

∫
Γ01
( f + aσ ww)ϕ + duψ +
∫
Γ02
hψ

∫
Γ01
um
(
f + aσ w sup g + (d + aσ w)ψ)+
∫
Γ02
hψ
 um‖ f + aσ w sup g‖L1(Γ01) + um(d + aσ w)C01‖∇ψ‖L2(Ω1) + C02‖h‖L 32 (Γ02)‖∇ψ‖L3(Ω2)
 um‖ f + aσ w sup g‖L1(Γ01) +
(C01um)2(d + aσ w)2
4σ
+ 2
3
C
3
2
02‖h‖
3
2
L
3
2 (Γ02)
+ σ
∫
Ω1
|∇ψ |2 + 1
3
∫
Ω2
|∇ψ |3. (37)
Therefore, from (37) and (28) we get
‖w‖C0(Ω2)  sup g +
∥∥(w − sup g)+∥∥C0(Ω2)
 sup g + 1
C2
‖∇ψ‖L3(Ω2)
 sup g + 1
C2
[
3
2
(
um‖waσ sup g + f ‖L1(Γ01) +
(C01um)2(d + waσ)2
4σ
)
+ C
3
2
02‖h‖
3
2
L
3
2 (Γ02)
]1/3
=: wm, (38)
which proves the boundedness of w . Moreover, with the assumption
‖ f ‖L∞(Γ01)
d uniformly bounded, from (36) it follows that
um is bounded. Then, from (38), sup g < w and the assumptions d
2
σ ,
(aσ )2
σ , ‖ f ‖L1(Γ01) and ‖h‖L 32 (Γ02) are small enough it
follows wm  w . 
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To prove the existence of (u,w) satisfying the weak form equation (15) it is useful to consider this equation as the
Euler–Lagrange equation of a certain functional I . Namely, let (uˆ, wˆ) ∈ A and consider
I(u,w) :=
∫
Γ01
1
2
uˆu2s +
1
6
∫
Ω
(
3σ(wˆ)1Ω1 +
(
3wˆ + 2|∇w|)1Ω2)|∇w|2
+
∫
Γ01
u(s)∫
0
(
N
(
k, wˆ(s)
)− f (s))dkds −
∫
Γ01
w(s)∫
0
N
(
uˆ(s),k
)
dkds −
∫
Γ02
hw dt. (39)
Sometime, to emphasize the dependence of I on (uˆ, wˆ) we will use the notation I(u,w; uˆ, wˆ) instead of I(u,w). We
consider the minimization problem
Find (u,w) ∈ Yg : I(u,w) =min
{
I(ϕ,ψ), (ϕ,ψ) ∈ Yg
}
. (40)
We will show that I is strictly convex, Gâteaux differentiable and that (15) is the Euler–Lagrange equation of I . Next, by
following classical techniques of calculus of variations, see for example [15], we will show that (40) has a unique minimizer
which implies that the operator T is well deﬁned. In Proposition 2.17 we will show that I is coercive and will prove certain
estimations necessary for the existence of the ﬁxed point.
Proposition 2.13.We have:
(i) For any sequence (uˆn, wˆn) ∈ X converging to (uˆ, wˆ) in X and wˆn converging a.e. in Ω , for any sequence (un,wn) ∈ Y bounded
in Y and for any (u,w) ∈ Y we have
lim
n→∞
(
I(un,wn; uˆn, wˆn)− I(un,wn; uˆ, wˆ)
)= lim
n→∞
(
I(u,w; uˆn, wˆn)− I(u,w; uˆ, wˆ)
)= 0. (41)
(ii) Let (uˆ, wˆ) ∈ A. Then, the functional (u,w) → I(u,w; uˆ, wˆ) is strictly convex and lower semi-continuous (lsc) weakly in Y .
Proof. We have∣∣I(u,w; uˆn, wˆn)− I(u,w; uˆ, wˆ)∣∣

∫
Γ01
1
2
|uˆn − uˆ|u2s +
∫
Ω
1
2
(∣∣σ(wˆn)− σ(wˆ)∣∣1Ω1 + |wˆn − wˆ|1Ω2)|∇w|2
+
∫
Γ01
a
∣∣ j(wˆn)− j(wˆ)∣∣
|u(s)|∫
0
(w − k)+ dkds
+
∫
Γ01
|w(s)|∫
0
(
d|uˆn − uˆ| + a j(k)
∣∣(w − uˆn)+ − (w − uˆ)+∣∣)dkds

∫
Γ01
1
2
|uˆn − uˆ|u2s +
∫
Ω
1
2
(∣∣σ(wˆn)− σ(wˆ)∣∣1Ω1 + |wˆn − wˆ|1Ω2)|∇w|2
+
∫
Γ01
aw σ |wˆn − wˆ||u|ds +
∫
Γ01
|uˆn − uˆ|
(
d|w| + 1
2
aσ |w|2
)
ds.
Note that from the Sobolev (or Besov) embedding theorems (see, for example, Theorem 7.34 in [1]) and the continuity
of the trace operator (see, for example [12]), the embeddings H
1
2+	(Ω) ⊂ H	(Γ01), H 12+	(Ω) ⊂ Lq(Ω), 1  q  41−2	 , are
continuous. From the convergence of (uˆn, wˆn) in X and of wˆn a.e. in Ω , by using Lebesgue’s dominated convergence
theorem and the Hölder inequality it follows that all the integrals on the right-hand side of the last inequality tend to zero.
The other limit is proven similarly.
(ii) It is clear from (39) that we need to show only that
u → I1(u) := −
∫
j(wˆ)
u∫
(w − k)+ dkds, w → I2(w) :=
∫
(w − uˆ)+
w∫
j(k)dkdsΓ01 0 Γ01 0
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i = 1,2, we have
I ′1(u1)(u1 − u2)− I ′2(u2)(u1 − u2) =
∫
Γ01
j(wˆ)
(
(w − u2)+ − (w − u1)+
)
(u1 − u2)ds 0,
I ′2(w1)(w1 − w2)− I ′2(w2)(w1 − w2) =
∫
Γ01
(w − uˆ)+(j(w1)− j(w2))(w1 − w2)ds 0.
From Proposition 5.5, [10], it follows that I1 and I2 are convex in Y which proves the convexity of (u,w) → I(u,w; uˆ, wˆ).
For proving the lower semi-continuity of I(u,w) weakly in Y , according to Corollary 2.2, [10] (or Corollaire III.8, [5]),
it is enough to show that (u,w) → I(u,w; uˆ, wˆ) is lsc strongly in Y , i.e. for all λ ∈ R the set {(u,w) ∈ Y , I(u,w)  λ} is
closed in Y . This is clear because (u,w) → I(u,w) is continuous in Y . 
By straightforward calculations we obtain
Proposition 2.14. The functional (u,w) → I(u,w) is Gâteaux differentiable and for (ϕ,ψ) ∈ Y0 we have
I ′(u,w)(ϕ,ψ) :=
∫
Γ01
uˆ(usϕs)+
∫
Ω
D(wˆ,w)(∇w · ∇ψ)+
∫
Γ01
(
N(u, wˆ)− f )ϕ dx−
∫
Γ01
N(uˆ,w)ψ dx−
∫
Γ02
hψ. (42)
Therefore, it follows
Proposition 2.15. Eq. (15) is the Euler–Lagrange equation of I(u,w).
Remark 2.16. From Proposition 2.10 and Proposition 2.15 it follows that the minimization problem (40) is equivalent to
Find (u,w) ∈ B: I(u,w) = min{I(ϕ,ψ), (ϕ,ψ) ∈ B}. (43)
The following estimations are needed to prove that (40), or equivalently (43), has a minimizer and that the operator T
has a ﬁxed point.
Proposition 2.17. The functional I satisﬁes the following properties.
(i) Let (uˆ, wˆ) ∈ A. Then
lim‖(u,w)‖Y →∞
(u,w)∈B
I(u,w) = ∞. (44)
(ii) For M,N > 0 set
AM := A ∩
{
(uˆ, wˆ)‖X  M
}
, BN := B ∩
{
(u,w)‖Y  N
}
. (45)
For (uˆ, wˆ) ∈ AM let (u,w) ∈ B be a solution of (43). Then (u,w) ∈ BN for a certain N > 0.
(iii) For (uˆ, wˆ) ∈ A let (u,w) ∈ B be a solution of (43). Assume wˆ = max{um, λw}, for a certain λ ∈ [0,1]. Then there exists CΛ > 0,
independent of λ, such that
∥∥(u,w)∥∥Y  CΛ. (46)
Proof. Let (uˆ, wˆ) ∈ A and (u,w) ∈ B . Then
I(u,w; uˆ, wˆ) 1
2
∫
Γ01
(
umu
2
s + du2
)+ σ
2
∫
Ω1
|∇w|2 + 1
3
∫
Ω2
|∇w|3
−
∫
Γ01
( f + aσ wwˆ)u −
∫
Γ01
dumw −
∫
Γ02
hw dt, (47)
because
∫ w(s) j(k)dk 0. Using (26), (27) and Young inequality we can write0
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Γ01
( f + aσwwˆ)u  um(‖ f ‖L1(Γ01) + aσ w‖wˆ‖L1(Γ01)), (48)
∫
Γ01
dumw 
(
C01u
m)2 d2
σ
+ σ
4
‖∇w‖2L2(Ω1), (49)
∫
Γ02
hwdt  1
3
(2C02)
3
2 ‖h‖
3
2
L
3
2
+ 1
6
‖w‖3L3(Γ02). (50)
Therefore, from (47), (48), (49), (50) we obtain
I(u,w; uˆ, wˆ) 1
2
(
um‖us‖2L2(Γ01) + d‖u‖
2
L2(Γ01)
)+ σ
4
‖∇w‖2L2(Ω1) +
1
6
‖∇w‖3L3(Ω2)
− um(‖ f ‖L1(Γ01) + aσw‖wˆ‖L1(Γ01))− (C01um)2 d
2
σ
− 1
3
(2C02)
3
2 ‖h‖
3
2
L
3
2
.
By combining this inequality with (18), it follows that
I(u,w; uˆ, wˆ)min
{
um
2
,
σ
4
,
1
6
}
P
[
(u,w)
]
Y −min
{
um
2
,
σ
4
,
1
6
}
[G]Y
− um(‖ f ‖L1(Γ01) + aσw‖wˆ‖L1(Γ01))− (C01um)2 d
2
σ
− 1
3
(2C02)
3
2 ‖h‖
3
2
L
3
2
, (51)
for all (uˆ, wˆ) ∈ A and (u,w) ∈ B , where
[
(u,w)
]
Y = ‖us‖2L2(Γ01) + ‖w‖
2
H1(Ω1)
+ ‖u‖3H1,3(Ω2). (52)
Proof of (i). Follows from (51). 
Proof of (ii). Let (uˆ, wˆ) ∈ AM and (u,w) ∈ B solution of (40). To prove the claim we will use (51). For the term in wˆ , from
trace theorem, see [1,5,14], we have ‖wˆ‖L1(Γ01)  γ01‖wˆ‖H1(Ω1)  γ01M and from (40) we have I(u,w; uˆ, wˆ) I(G; uˆ, wˆ) =
I(G). Therefore, from (51) we obtain
min
{
um
2
,
σ
4
,
1
6
}
P
[
(u,w)
]
Y  I(G)+min
{
um
2
,
σ
4
,
1
6
}
[G]Y + um
(‖ f ‖L1(Γ01) + aσ wγ01M)
+ 2(C01um)2 d
2
σ
+ 1
3
(2C02)
3
2 ‖h‖
3
2
L
3
2
, (53)
which proves (ii). 
Proof of (iii). We will prove the claim using (51) and (43). From the assumptions we have wˆ ∈ H1(Ω) ∩ W 1,3(Ω2) and
|∇ wˆ| |∇w| a.e. in Ω . We can assume, without restriction, that Gu  0, Gw  0, and then we obtain
I(u,w; uˆ, wˆ) I(G; uˆ, wˆ)

∫
Γ01
1
2
(
uˆ(Gu)
2
s + d(Gu)2 + aσ wG2w
)+ 1
2
∫
Ω1
σ(wˆ)|∇Gw |2 +
∫
Ω2
1
2
wˆ|∇Gw |2 + 1
3
|∇Gw |3. (54)
Using (17) we get the following estimation∫
Ω2
wˆ|∇Gw |2 
∫
Ω2
|wˆ − Gw ||∇Gw |2 + |Gw ||∇Gw |2
 ‖wˆ − Gw‖L3(Ω2)‖∇Gw‖2L3(Ω2) +
∫
Ω2
|Gw ||∇Gw |2
 P2
(‖∇ wˆ‖L3(Ω2) + ‖∇Gw‖L3(Ω2))‖∇Gw‖2L3(Ω2) +
∫
|Gw ||∇Gw |2Ω2
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12
‖∇w‖3L3(Ω2) +
(
4
3
P
3
2
2 + P2
)
‖∇Gw‖3L3(Ω2) +
∫
Ω2
|Gw ||∇Gw |2
=: 1
12
‖∇w‖3L3(Ω2) + K1(G). (55)
Therefore, from (54) and (55) we obtain
I(u,w; uˆ, wˆ) 1
12
‖∇w‖3L3(Ω2) + K2(G). (56)
The term with wˆ in (51), using (26) and Young inequality, can be estimated as follows:
umaσw‖wˆ‖L1(Γ01)  umaσw
(
C01
∥∥∇(wˆ − Gw)∥∥L2(Ω1) + ‖Gw‖L1(Γ01)
)
 umaσ w
(
C01
(‖∇Gw‖L2(Ω1) + ‖∇ wˆ‖L2(Ω1))+ ‖Gw‖L1(Γ01))
 umaσ w
(
C01‖∇Gw‖L2(Ω1) + ‖Gw‖L1(Γ01)
)+ 2(wC01)2 (u
maσ)2
σ
+ σ
8
‖∇w‖2L2(Ω1)
=: σ
8
‖∇w‖2L2(Ω1) + K3(G). (57)
Then (iii) follows from (51), (56) and (57). 
Theorem 2.18. For any (uˆ, wˆ) ∈ A ⊂ X Eq. (15) has a unique solution (u,w) ∈ B. Thus, the operator T : A ⊂ X → B ⊂ Y , T (uˆ, wˆ) =
(u,w) is well deﬁned.
Proof. The proof is in two parts.
Uniqueness. It follows from strict convexity of I , see Proposition 2.13 and 2.15.
Existence. To prove the existence of a solution of (15) it is enough to show that the problem (43) has a solution.
For ﬁxed (uˆ, wˆ) ∈ A we consider I : B ⊂ Y → R as given by (39). Note that Y is a reﬂexive Banach space (see Re-
mark 2.2), B is convex and closed (see Remark 2.9), I is convex and lsc in Y weakly (Proposition 2.13) and I(u,w) → ∞ as
‖(u,w)‖Y → ∞, (u,w) ∈ B (see (i), Proposition 2.17). Then, from Proposition 1.2, [10] (or Corollary III.20, [5]), I attains its
minimum in B , which completes the proof. 
3. Proof of the main result
Let us consider the map S = J ◦ T ◦ P deﬁned by
S : X P−→ A T−→ B J−→ X,
(u˜, w˜) → (uˆ, wˆ) → (u,w) → (u,w).
(58)
Here J is the embedding map from B into X and P is a projection operator deﬁned as follows. Let
Pu : R →
[
um,um
]
,
s → Pu(s) := min
{
um,max{um, s}
}
,
Pw : R → [um,∞),
s → Pw(s) := max{s,um},
and then set
P : X → A
(u˜, w˜) → (uˆ, wˆ) = P (u˜, w˜) := (Pu(u˜), Pw(w˜)). (59)
Remark 3.1. It is easy to see that (uˆ, wˆ) ∈ A. Indeed, it is clear that uˆ ∈ C0(Γ 01) and uˆ ∈ [um,um]. We have wˆ ∈ L2(Ω) and
from Lipschitz property of Pw(s) it follows |wˆ(x)− wˆ(y)| |w˜(x)− w˜(y)|, for all x, y ∈ Ω , which implies that wˆ ∈ H 12+	(Ω)
and then (uˆ, wˆ) ∈ A.
We will prove that S has at least one ﬁxed point, which will provide solutions to (3), by using the following well-known
Leray–Schauder Fixed Point Theorem, see [14].
Theorem 3.2. Let X be a Banach space and S : X → X compact, continuous. Assume that the set {x: x = λSx, λ ∈ [0,1]} is bounded
in X. Then S has a ﬁxed point.
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Lemma 3.3. The operator J is Lipschitz and compact, and the operator P is Lipschitz. Both operator P and J have Lipschitz constant
equal to one.
Proof. The Lipschitz property of J is trivial and its compactness is shown in Remark 2.2. The Lipschitz property of P follows
from the fact that Pu(s) and Pw(s) are continuous, piecewise linear functions with derivatives in [−1,1]. 
Lemma 3.4. Let E and F be two Banach spaces, E ⊂ F , with compact embedding. Let xn be a sequence in E, xn ⇀ x weakly in E. Then
xn → x strongly in F .
Proof. The proof follows immediately from the fact that weak and strong limits are equal. 
Proposition 3.5. Assume (4)–(8) hold. Then the operator S is compact and continuous.
Proof. (i) S is compact. As P is Lipschitz, it is enough to prove that Tˆ := J ◦ T : A → X is compact. Let (uˆn, wˆn) ∈ A
be a bounded sequence in X . From (ii), Proposition 2.17, the sequence (un,wn) = T (uˆn, wˆn) is bounded in Y . From the
compactness of the map J it follows that (un,wn) has a convergence subsequence in X , so Tˆ is compact.
(ii) S is continuous. As P is continuous, it is enough to prove that Tˆ is continuous. For this, it is enough to prove that
Tˆ is sequentially continuous, i.e. if (uˆn, wˆn)∞n=1 ∈ A, with (uˆn, wˆn) → (uˆ, wˆ) in X as n → ∞, then (un,wn) := Tˆ (uˆn, wˆn) →
(u,w) := Tˆ (uˆ, wˆ) in X as n → ∞.
Let us note ﬁrst that (uˆ, wˆ) ∈ A because A ⊂ X is closed (see Remark 2.9) and (u,w) := T (uˆ, wˆ) is well deﬁned (Theo-
rem 2.18). To prove that limn→∞(un,wn) = (u,w) in X it is enough to prove that (see Lemma 3.4),
(un,wn)⇀ (u,w) weakly in Y . (60)
The sequence {(un,wn)}∞n=1 is bounded in Y . As Y is a reﬂexive Banach space, the sequence (un,wn) can be written as a
union of a countable number of subsequences each of them converging weakly in Y . Consider anyone of these subsequences
and denote it with the same name (un,wn), and let (u∗,w∗) ∈ Y , (un,wn)⇀ (u∗,w∗) weakly in Y .
We will prove that (u∗,w∗) = (u,w), where (u,w) ∈ B is the unique weak solution of (43). Then, all Y weak limit points
of (un,wn) are equal to (u,w), which proves (60).
Let us note that, without restriction, we can assume furthermore that the sequence wˆn converges a.e. in Ω (as any
sequence converging in H
1
2+	(Ω) has a subsequence converging a.e. in Ω , see [5], and then we can choose the subsequence
of (un,wn) corresponding to this wˆn subsequence).
Now, let us prove (u∗,w∗) = (u,w). From Proposition 2.13 we have
I
(
u∗,w∗; uˆ, wˆ) lim inf
n→∞ I(un,wn; uˆ, wˆ)
= lim inf
n→∞
(
I(un,wn; uˆ, wˆ)− I(un,wn; uˆn, wˆn)
)+ lim inf
n→∞ I(un,wn; uˆn, wˆn)
 lim
n→∞ I(u,w; uˆn, wˆn)
= I(u,w; uˆ, wˆ),
and then from the unique solvability of (40) it follows (u∗,w∗) = (u,w), which completes the proof. 
Proposition 3.6. The set Λ := {x ∈ X: x = λSx, λ ∈ [0,1]} is bounded in X, i.e there exists CΛ > 0 such that ‖(u,w)‖Y  CΛ , for all
(u,w) ∈ Λ.
Proof. For (u˜, w˜) ∈ Λ set (uˆ, wˆ) = P (u˜, w˜) ∈ A and (u,w) = T (uˆ, wˆ) ∈ B . So we have (u˜, w˜) = λ(u,w). From the construc-
tion of operator P , we have wˆ = max{um, λw}. Therefore the proposition follows form (iii), Proposition 2.17. 
3.1. Proof of the main result (Theorem 1.3)
Proof. (i) The operator S : X → X satisﬁes the conditions of Theorem 3.2, see Proposition 3.5, 3.6. Therefore S has a ﬁxed
point in X denoted by (u,w). As S = J ◦ T ◦ P it follows that (u,w) ∈ B and (u,w) satisﬁes (14). By denoting v = j(w)|Ω1
we have that (u, v,w) ∈ Zg and solves (3).
The bounds for u in (9) are proven in Proposition 2.8 and 2.10. The lower bounds for v in (10) and w in (11) are proven
in Proposition 2.8.
The upper bound for v in (10) follows from Proposition 3.6 with vm = CΛ .
The upper bound for w in (11) follows from Proposition 2.12.
(ii) Follows from Corollary 2.11 and Proposition 2.12. 
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